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The regular Faculty Senate Steering Committee
meeting for May 2002 has been rescheduled for
Thursday, May 9, 2002, 1400-1600, in 394 CH.
PORTLAND STATE If, .
UNIVERSITY .
FACULTY SENATE
( TO:
FR:
Senators and Ex-offcio Members to the Senate
Sarah E. Andrews-Collier, Secreta to the Faculty
The Faculty Senate will hold its regular meeting on May 6, 2002, at 3:00 p.m. in room 53 CH.
AGENDA
A. Roll
*B. Approval of the Minutes of the April i, 2002, Meeting
C. Anouncements and Communcations from the Floor
President's Report
NOMINATIONS FOR 2002-03 FACULTY SENATE OFFICERS
D. Unfinished Business
* 1. Proposal for Missed Class Policy - Jacob
*2. Proposal for Revisions to the Faculty Grievance Procedure - Pratt
E. New Business
* i. Graduate Council Course and Program Changes and Course Proposals - Koch
F. Question Period
* 1. Questions for the Provost Concerning the Percentage of Fixed Term Faculty in the University
Studies Program
2. Questions from the Floor for the Chair
G. Reports from the Offcers of Administration and Committees
Provost's Report
i. Offce of Student Affairs Report - Samuels
2. Academic Requirements Committee Anual Report - Kern
3. Faculty Development Committee Report - Ketcheson
*4. Teacher Education Committee Anual Report - Reuler
5. ASPSU Report - Cuningham
6. Advising Implementation Task Force Update - Lieberman & Rosengrant
*7. Report ofInterinstitutional Faculty Senate Meeting of April 5-6, 2002 - Bums
H. Adjournent
*The following documents are included with this mailng:
DI Proposal for Missed Class Policy
D2 Proposal for Revisions to the Faculty Grievance Procedure - Pratt
E i Graduate Council Course and Program Changes and Course Proposals
Fl Question for ihe Provost Concerning the Percentage of Fixed Term Faculty in UNST
G4 Teacher Education Committee Annual Report
G6 Advising Implementaiion Task Force Update
G; IHteriH31iltliie,.1 F..Hlt)' SORato Hooling ef f.pril :; ~, 2992
Secretary to the Faculty
andrewsêpdx.edu' 341CH' (503)725-4416/Fax5-4499
2002-03 Rosters: FACULTY SENATE, ADVISORY COUNL7L, & IFS
******PSU FACULTY SENA TE******** "Haaen, Janice (for Reece) PSY 2003
All Others "Hillman, Stan (for Adajian) BIO 2003
Fra, Sandr HS 2003 Mercer, Lorrine ENG 2003
Glanvile, Kimberly IASC 2003 Palmiter, Jeanette MTH 2003 (
Hagge, Tim CAPS 2003 Rosengrt, Sandra FLL 2003
Ketcheson, Kathi OIRP 2004 Rueter, Jolm BIO 2003Shusterman, Gwen CHEM 2003Thompson, Dee CARC 2004 Agorsab, E. Kofi BST 20042004 Arte, Jacqueline ENG 2004
2005 Biolsi, Tom AN 2004
2005 Burs, Scott GEOL 2004
2005 "Weasel, Lisa (for Greco) BIO 2004
2005 "Jacob, Greg (for Millner) ENG 2004
Business Administration "Rhee, Ma-Ji (for Perrin) FLL 2004
Cabelly, Alan SBA 2003 "Reder, Stephen (for Liebman) LING 2004
Philbrick Donna SBA 2003 Wetzel, Patcia FLL 2004
Bizjak, John SBA 2004 2004
Pfeiffer, Wiliam SBA 2004 (10 positions) 2005(10 positions) 20052005 (10 positions) 20052005 (10 positions) 20052005 (10 positions) 2005Education (10 positions) 2005
Chenoweth, Thomas ED 2003 (10 positions) 2005
Falco, Ruth SPED 2003 (10 positions) 2005
Cress, Christine ED 2004 (10 positions) 2005
O'Connor, Sorca ED 2004 (10 positions) 2005
2004 Other Instructional
2005 *Labissiere, Yves UNST 2003
2005 Wollner, Craig IMS 2004
2005 20052005
Engineering and Computer Science Social WorkDaach, W Robert ECE 2003 Hunter, Richard SSW 2003
Lall, Kent CE 2003 Talbott, Maria SSW 2003
Casperson, Lee ECE 2004 Lehman, Constace SSW 2004
Hall, Douglas ECE 2004 Nissen, Laur SSW 2004
2005 SSW 2005
2005 SSW 2005
2005 Urban and Public Affairs
Extended Studies Brodowicz, Gar PHE 2003
"Haron, Steven (for Feeney) XS-SS 2003 Shin, Craig PA 2003
Robinson, Rebecca XS-IS 2004 Gelmon, Sherril PA 2004
2005 Jolin, Annette JUST 2004
Fine and Performing Art 2005
Fosque, Walton ART 2003 2005
Knights, Clive ARCH 2004 2005
Kristof, Jane ART 2004 ..***** ADVISORY COUNCIL.........
2005 Duncan Carer, CLAS (2001-03)
2005 Nancy Bowers (for Perr), OIT (2001-03)
Library Lois Becker, HST (2001-03)
Wang, Jian LIB 2003 (2002-04)
Hixson, Charles LIB 2004 (2002-04)
2005 (2002-04)
Liberal Arts and Sciences INTERINSTITUTIONAL FACULTY SENATE
Ames, Kenneth ANTH 2003 Scott Burns, GEOL (to Jan. 2003)
Bjork, Gavin MTH 2003 Duncan Carer, ENG (to Jan. 2004)Bleiler, Steven MTH 2003 Elizabeth Furse, SOG (to Jan. 2005)
"Brower, Barbar (for Gilbert) GEOG 2003 Craig Wollner, IMS, IFS Past President (2002)
"Fischer. Wiliam (for Holloway) FLL 2003 (Jan. 2003 - Jan.2006)
"'Interim appointments indicated by aster-žsk
April 10, 2002
( Minutes:
Presiding Offcer:
Secretary :
Members Present:
STOP
Alternates Present:
Members Absent:
Ex-offcio Members
Present:
PORTLAN STATE UNRSIT
Faculty Senate Meeting, Aprill, 2002
Scott Bums
Sarah E. Andrews-Coller
Agorsah, Anderson, Arante, Baron, Biolsi, Bizjak, Bleiler,
Brodowicz, Brower, Bums, Carer, Casperson, Chapman, Colle,
Crawshaw, Cress, Cumgs, Daach, Falco, Fischer, Flower,
Fortller, Fosque, Fra, Gelmon, George, Glanvile, Haaen,
Haron, Heying, Hillman, Hunter, Jacob, Kenny, Kern,
Ketcheson, Kiam, Knghts, Krstof, Labissière, Lall, Lehman L.
Mercer, R. Mercer, O'Connor, O'Grady, Palmiter, Pfeiffer,
Philbrick, Rectenwald, Rhee, Robinson, Rosengrant, Rueter,
Sesta, Shinn, Shusterman, Thompson, Wang, Weasel, Wetzel,
Wollner, Wosley-George.
Elzowski for Bjork, Allen for Chenoweth, Collns for Hagge,
Peigah for Hixson, Baccar for Hoffan, Heuser for Jolin, Ki for
Tableman, Cotrell for Talbott, Cook for Walsh.
Ames, Becker, Brennan, Cabelly, Chaille, Dieterich, Ennekig,
Hall, Nissen, Reder, Rogers, Sussman.
Andrews-Coller, Barham, Feyerherm, Fran, DaJohnson, Kaiser,
Kenton, Koch, Lieberman, Livneh, Pernsteiner, Pratt, Reuler,
Rhodes, Samuels, Tetreault, Toulan, Ward, Withers.
A. ROLL CAL
B. APPROVAL OF TH MIES OF TH MACH 4, 2002, MEETIG
The minutes of the PSU Faculty Senate Meeting of March 4, 2002, were approved
with the followig corrections:
Bizjak, George, and Rosengrant were present at the March Senate meeting.
C. ANOUNCEMENTS AND COMMUNICATIONS FROM THE FLOOR
President's Report
The President was not in attendance.
2002 Faculty Elections
PSU Faculty Senale Meeting, April I, 2002
Nominations for Offcers of the 2002-03 Faculty Senate will be opened at the
May 2002 meeting of the Faculty Senate, with election of offcers to tae place at
the June 2002 meeting. The Sterig Commttee is hoping to have at least two
candidates for each offce.
Attched to the Agenda is a char of Faculty Senate Representation for 2002-03,
which includes the number of positions to be filed in eah division. It also lists
IFS and Advisory Council representation.
Faculty Senate Voting
The Steering Commttee has discussed recent voting practices in the Senate, and
concurred that as soon as a voice vote is determned not to be unanimous, the
Presiding Offcer wil call for a show of hands or a secret ballot, as specified in the
PSU Faculty Constitution, Art. V., Sec. 3., 2) Rules of Procedure.
CRAWSHAW requested that the candidates for Presiding Offcer of the Senate be
asked to speak at the June meeting before the voting taes place. BURNS noted that
was an excellent idea.
Senate Attendance
BURNS thanked Senators for their faithful attendance this year. He noted he has
called a few Senators concerning absences, paricularly in divisions that have been
under-represented.
Reception to Follow the Meeting
BURNS noted that the reception following the meeting today at the Simon Benson
House will feature Southern Oregon wines.
Changes in Senate and Committee memberships since March 4, 2002:
Charles Hixson has resigned from the Senate. The Librar Caucus has elected Jian
Wang to replace hi on the Committee on Commttees.
D. UNFINISHED BUSINESS
1. Proposal for Missed Class Policy
JACOB noted that the policy was intially introduced at Senate last year, and
briefly discussed the rationale. Previous concern included question as to why a
policy was needed, comment that the policy privileged certin kids of absences,
that the policy appeared to impose stiff sanctions on faculty, and the policy
placed too much burden on the instrctor. Durg Fall term, the commttee
reviewed policies at other campuses, and utilized a sub-commttee to develop
alternative approaches.
PSU Faculty Senate Meeting. April i, 2002
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( HILLMAN/R. MERCER MOVED THE SENATE APPROVE the Missed ClassPolicy.
HEYING reiterated his previous objections concerng absences. His class
includes exercises on consensus-based decision makg, which requies attendance,
and there is no discrimination between types of absences. Attendance since
attendance policy was implemented has risen to 95-96%. The Missed Class
Policy privileges certin kinds of misses over others. Our students have very
many reasons for missing classes, including personal reasons, no baby-sitter, work
responsibilities, night meetings, etc. Ths policy infges on course requirements.
JACOB stated that the commttee doesn't feel that one kid of absence is
privileged over another.
HEYING stated the langue implies that the faculty members allow students to
make up work in some way, and that is not always possible. FOSQUE stated,
concerng item #5, the deparent chai is empowered to overrle the faculty
member, and therefore Heying in correct.
HAN asked if the intent for creating the policy is to create a process that
obligates the student to seek permissions and the faculty to set clear rules.
JACOB stated, yes, the intent is to establish a process.
FOSQUE stated the policy is acceptable, if item #5 is removed. JACOB stated
the committee would be agreeable to that change.
DAASCH asked what was the rationale behind item #5. JACOB yielded for
anyone who could answer the question. ALLEN offered that any denial
process should include a safety mechansm for protection of the student against
an uneasonable decision.
WETZEL asked if there is no other overall set of rues that ths procedure would
fall under, such as a conduct code, etc. SAMELS stated no. ALLEN stated
there is no formal grevance process for students apar from grdes and deadline
appeals. WETZEL stated that the larger issue, then, is addressing cohesively the
problems indicated in item #5 for all aspects of student life.
MERCER stated that if item #5 is deleted, then there would appear to be no
avenue of appeal, and he would feel uncomfortble with that. JACOB agreed.
BLEILER stated that item #5 could end up being one of those floodgate of
litigation-type issues. Item #5 suggests that if the students don't like the
instructor's answer, they tae the dispute elsewhere. Deanets could end up
with many students at their doors, bringing issues that should never get that far.
PSU Faculty Senate Meeting, April i, 2002
Jacob yielded to Wendy Endress. ENRESS noted that the commttee intended
autonomy for the faculty, and they are aware that attendance is critical in certn
courses to the acernc experience; therefore item #1 covers syllabus
requiements. She also noted, that item #5 only ariculates what already happens
at present by default, though the Ombuds offce.
SCHUSTERMAN stated that she ag with events as described by Endress,
however, the policy would be easier to accept if severa word chages were made.
For exaple, in item #4, replace "cleared" with somethg like "approved" so
outcomes are more specific, and simlarly in item #3, replace "may" with "should."
WETZEL suggested that "decided by the Cha" be replaced with "adjudicated by
the Chair" so that it doesn't sound as the Chair wil overt the faculty member's
decision. JACOB stated the committee would accept those suggestions, and
yielded to Endress. ENRESS noted that "may" rather than "should" was
intentionaL. SCHUSTERMN noted that "should" is not "must," for example, a
student goes out of town durg the fi based on the assumption that notice of
absence was equivalent to an excuse.
CUMMINGS requested a clarfication concerng item #7, askig if it trumps
and/or is it consistent with the Bulletin policy on Incompletes? JACOB stated he
thinks it is. CUMMINGS reiterated that there are several thigs in the Bulletin
controllng the issue of Incompletes that ths wording needs to be consistent with.
ARATE noted that, concernng item #6, if the intent is that it be lined to
item #5, then the policy should clearly say that. Is the instrctor solely
responsible for deciding on undue burden, or not? ALLEN suggested that would
be covered by item #5. ARTE stated that item #5 doesn't say that. BLEILER
asked if item #6 makes the student the active member, meanng that the faculty
member is obligated to do what the student wants. The policy implies the faculty
is obligated to provide extra service to the absent student. SCHUSTERMAN
suggested that items #5 and item #6 be reversed, to clarfy these issues.
JACOB offered to return the item to committee, to fuer clarfy the language.
BURNS noted that was a good idea, because the policy is sound. HEYIG
disageed, noting that as soon as "some expectation of accommodation" is
indicated, the students have a right to ask the instrctor to approve an absence.
BLEILER agreed. BURNS questioned those interpretations.
RUETER, noting that this discussion has been importt, requested the assembly
draw back from the details for a moment. The debate has indicated what faculty
think is importt about a class and about being explicit about the student's
responsibility. RUETER stated that the NCAA requiement for this policy
should be explicitly added to the rationale, and that "athletics" as an example of an
activity that "enrched their educational experience" should be removed from the
rationale. It is misguided to lump those two together, paricularly because there is
considerable literature to the contrary, indicating that revenue sports are not
PSU Faculty Senate Meeting, April i, 2002
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( enrchig, that gruation rates are poor, that students are gruatig as"fuctional sophomores," and that athetes feel exploited by the curent system.
RUETER, indicatig that he has a Web page listing references on the subject,
noted that the proposal is disingenuous.
JACOB requested Heying respond whether any policy would suffce, or would he
prefer no policy. HEYING stated that his position is the latter, and that he ages
with Rueter. For example, would we be going though ths exercise if any other
external non-profit in America, such as the National Board of Realtors, were
makng ths request of us? On the basis of that fact alone, it is incredulous that we
are responding.
HAAKEN noted it appears that there is somewhat of a hostile stace towards
students in this discussion. The implication is that faculty are never uneasonable,
but a policy such as this suggests that faculty must have a reasonable response.
HAAKEN noted she is aware of situtions where faculty have been exceedingly
rigid around the issue of missed exams, and students have been placed in a serious
bind. It is good to have policy that puts some pressure on faculty to explai or
give reasons for things as opposed to exertg arbitrar authority in sometimes
punitive ways.
GELMON asked if this policy will only apply to undergraduate students, and if
that it so, then it should be clearly indicated. Also, if this is for undergraduate
students, are we implying that faculty have care blanche concerng graduate
students? JACOB noted that the policy is for undergraduate students.
R. MERCER noted that the commttee has worked very hard for some time on
this issue. If there is no sense that a policy will ever pass, the Senate should stop
sending it back to committee. BURNS noted he disagreed with Heying's position,
and has a sense that this could be passed.
RUETER/ALLEN MOVED TO TABLE the item.
THE MOTION TO TABLE PASSED by unanimous voice vote.
2. ARC Recommendation on Upper Division UNST Cluster Requirements
KERNI MOVED THE SENATE APPROVE the
recommendation ("D2").
WETZEL noted it is problematic to specify that students can't use courses from
their major deparments because many majors are interdisciplinar, for example
International Studies.
PSU Faculty Senate Meeting, April I, 2002
PALMITER asked what happens to students who have not declared a major.
There are junors and even seniors with no major declared. Ths will cause advising
problem.
KRSTOF asked if "concentration" could be added after major deparent,
because ar students are broken down accordingly. WETZEL
CUMMINGS asked what about courses in a deparent that can't be used to
fulfill the major, for example, all "U" courses in Geology. HILLMAN asked what
do we do with General Studies degr students. MERCER yielded to Dan
Johnson. JOHNSON noted he maes the CLAS program at the Capitol Center
and Salem, and stated that as the recommendation reads, it would delete a group of
deparments and off campus offerigs. There ar not enoug offerigs off campus
to accommodate this. SCHUSTERMN stated that the Curculum Committee
did not intend this for students pursuing a broad program. The intention is to keep
people from concentrating an entire academic career in one ara, whereas these
students would already be meeting the spirit of the rule.
WETZEL noted that this doesn't help the adviser in International Studies, where a
student could do all Asia courses, for example, including their cluster.
CRA WSHA W noted he agreed with the genera principle. The General Education
portion of the degree is supposed to cover a broad ara This would exclude
concentrations. RUETER agreed with Crawshaw that the students need breadth.
FOSQUE requested that departent be removed, so that students can explore
concentrations. Art History is far removed from studio courses, for example, in
some institutions, it is a different deparment.
MERCER noted that it is very diffcult for our students to finish their degree in
the evening, etc. It was a little easier under the old General Education
requirements, but this will be a big deal for these people. See, for example, the
Capstone problem. If this passes, it is the unversity's responsibility to support it
with resources across they student population.
FORTMILLER remided us that this requiement is only focusing on thee
classes, or twelve credits, outside the major. Perhaps, with respect to off campus
courses, we should consider a frendly amendment or get more A&L courses
fuded at those locations. JOHNSON noted that ths doesn't apply to the off
campus degree programs, which are using all the courses available.
RUETER noted he agreed with Mercer concernng the seriousness of intent. The
policy is sound and should take precedent. If passed, it must be supported by
resources. RUETER discussed the definition of interdisciplinarty or
interdisciplinar programs.
PSU Faculty Senate Meeting, April i, 2002
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( SCHUSTERM asked what the motivation for ths is. RUETER noted it is thepath of least resistace. WETZEL noted that, anecdotaly, she is seeing too much
of ths.
DAASCH asked for a point of information.
ROSENGRANT FORTMILLER
THE QUESTION WAS CALLED.
THE MOTION PASSED by 37 in favor, 12 against, and 2 abstentions.
BURNS noted that although ths proposal has passed, some very importt
points came up concernng off campus and evenig programs, which the
administration needs to be cognizat of.
2. UCC Recommendation for 400-Ievel Course Prerequisites and Cluster
Courses
BARAMLEILER MOVED THE SENATE APPROVE par #1 of the
recommendation ("D3").
WETZEL asked if this goes hand in hand with the new policy enforcing pre-
requisites. BARHAM noted that ths proposal is not related to Baner
registration pre-requisites, and it is coincidental that they are happening
simultaeously.
ROSENGRANT noted she strenuously objects to
BARAM stated her impression is that a deparent can choose for courses to
be recommended rather than required for registration puroses.
ROSENGRANT noted it is not always meanngful to have stated prerequisites.
BARHAM agreed.
FOSQUE asked why consent of instrctor has been removed. BARHAM noted
that that has always been the case, so it was not considered a new item.
WETZEL asked if the committee discussed only 400-level courses?
SCHUSTERMAN stated that prerequisites are being removed only to enable
courses to fit clusters. It is important to talk about the university's reputation.
Some of our courses must demand somethig beyond a high school diploma, or we
are not being tre to our missions. We need to have 400's on the books, which
show that more is required than just admssion to the unversity. Everyhig but
reputation is drvig program decision. Hopefully, 300 level courses will come
next.
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BIOLSI stated he is in favor of a class stding requiement, but it is an error to
assume that no prerequisite implies no scholarly expectations. The natue of
certin courses have chaged dramatically and that was the assumption when the
University Studies program was developed.
SCHUSTERMAN noted that there is nothg wrong with restrctung, but if a
course is stil the same and we are not communcatig with students that cert
skills ar needed, then we ar faig. Most of the paperwork shows the sae
rationale, that the program is seekig the "U" designation for the course.
GELMON expressed support for the motion. She noted she was the former cha
of UCC, and this is in response to the Senate"s previous chage. Now the
inormation is available.
CARTER stated it makes more sense to say that ifno prerequisites are listed for a
400-level course, than the proposal is required to explai. WOLLNER ag with
Carer.
WETZEL noted that this recommendation really stads il the way of non-
traditional students.
BARHM noted that ths only frames for students what faculty expectation are.
Depending on how it is wrtten, it mayor not be enforced by Baner.
SCHUSTERMAN noted that the Curculum Committee is not domiated by
Math and Science faculty, and this is an issue for the non-Math and Science
faculty as welL. This is not about trsting our colleages, it is about
communcating with students, for example, a 400-level Philosophy course is
taught with the expectation that a certin set of acemic experiences are in place.
This has come about primarily because of Clusters.
WOLLNER noted that the syllabus is intended to convey ths information.
CRA WSHA W noted he disageed with Wollner, and agee with
SCHUSTERMAN. The syllabus comes too late in the process. The more
information available for the selection process, the better off students will be. It is
very simple to list class stading, at a mium. BARHAM noted that the
syllabus is not timely for our students because their lives ar so complicated and
they need information to plan ahead.
MERCER reiterated Wetzel's question, concemig whether every non-admitted
student wil have to get instructor approval?
THE QUESTION WAS CALLED.
THE MOTION PASSED by 38 in favor, 13 against, and 2 abstentions.
PSU Faculty Senate Meeting, April 1,2002
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( BARHAM/COLLIE MOVED THE SENATE APPROVE par #2 of the
recommendation ("D3").
BARHAM noted that Mark Trowbridge, Chair of the University Studies
Committee attended Curculum Committee meetings, and authored this portion of
the proposal.
RUETER asked for a clarfication regardig the note to fl courses. BARHAM
stated that the intent is to flag courses with pre-requisites in the Cluster listings at
the back of the time schedule.
FLOWER asked what would be the impact if ths were implemented, as he is
concerned that many courses would drop out of the clusters.
BARHAM stated there are no numbers, but the idea is that this would be phased
in, by application only to courses new to clusters. The intent is not to have
drastic revisions. FLOWER noted this will provide a valuable opportunity to
revisit and recraft the natue of the clusters, and will be a good thg.
RUETER asked if the student's experience will really chage with an arficial
number, as they only tae thee courses, regardless. Par 2., b. is more important
than Par 2., a., and should be listed first.
STOP
BARHAM stated that, as the Senate has just determed that 400-level courses
have pre-requisites, then it is important to mae sure that sufcient courses
without pre-requisites are stil provides in the clusters. She agd with Rueter
that Par 2., b. is more important, and stated she couldn't recl where the 50%
figue came from.
O'CONNOR asked what will be the effect on availability of courses for people
who have chosen certin clusters. There ar already shortages of courses without
pre-requisites in certin clusters. BARHAM stated the intent is not to make
drastic changes.
FOSQUE noted that this is good as proposed, because it adds more courses to the
already existig ones in a cluster. BARHAM added that certin deparents are
considering removal of some oftheIr 400-level courses, regardless.
GELMON noted that most clusters have i 5+ courses and students only need 3,
so she doesn't see what the diffculty is.
CUMMINGS/RUETER MOVED TO AMEND THE MOTION, by striking
"Par 2., a)."
PSU Faculty Senate Meeting, April 1,2002
THE MOTION TO AMEND FAILED by 24 agait, 19 il favor, and 9
abstentions.
THE QUESTION WAS CALLED.
THE MOTION PASSED by 35 in favor, 7 against, and 7 abstentions.
E. NEW BUSINESS
1. Graduate Council Course and Program Changes and Course Proposals
KOCH introduced the proposals.
BLEILERIALMITER MOVED THE SENATE APPROVE proposals in "El"
for CLAS.
RUETER discussed the proposal for an additional work requirement in the
MAIS in Confict Resolution of and the reliance on fied term faculty.
Concerng the W02 schedule, the Conflict Resolution program taught 18
undergraduate sections and 23 graduate sections. This is a consequence of our
undergraduate curculum which drves cluster, etc. enrollment, while the graduate
programs ride on the back of that. Ths speaks to the issue of relative support and
resources for graduate programs, and how far the unversity is willg to go with
fixed term support.
BLEILER noted he disagreed, as this proposal only speaks to an alternative
project, not a need for additional resources. The proposal only changes the maner
of work that the student will be doing and better serves the constituency of this
paricular program. The issues Rueter has discussed ar important, but this
proposal does not exemplifY what he is discussing.
THE MOTION PASSED by 48 in favor, 0 against, 0 abstentions.
COLLIEIHILLMAN MOVED THE SENATE APPROVE "El, part School of
Business Administration."
THE MOTION PASSED by unanimous voice vote.
DAASCHIRUETER MOVED THE SENATE APPROVE "EI, par
College of Engineerig and Computer Science. "
RUETER asked ifthis is the first time that 400 versus 500 numbered courses have
assigned 4 versus 3 credits. KOCH stated no.
ARANTE asked, concerning, resources, if a deparent has to make a
commitment to tenure lines in the course proposal. KOCH stated not always.
PSU Faculty Senate Meeting, April i, 2002
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( Courses can be introduced in a number of ways, although they are usually tredout first. They are taught by regular faculty, sometimes by new faculty, and
occasionally by fixed term faculty.
PALMITER stated that the Graduate Council discussed the university's
dependency on fied term faculty, and noted this should be revisited.
SCHUSTERMAN noted that the question is reguarly asked in Curculum
Commttee, and the answer is usually that the resources have been commtted.
The issue about who is teachig a course and who is fuding it is mae at the
dean's leveL.
DAASCH noted there is one course in the CECS proposal that is not taught by a
tenure line faculty member.
THE QUESTION WAS CALLED.
THE MOTION PASSED by unanimous voice vote.
FOSQUEIRUETER MOVED THE SENATE APPROVE proposals in "El, part
Fine and Performng Ars."
THE MOTION PASSED by majority voice vote.
HILLMANIBLEILER MOVED THE SENATE APPROVE proposals in "El,
par College of Urban and Public Affairs."
THE MOTION PASSED by unanimous voice vote.
2. Curriculum Committee Course and Program Proposals and University
Studies Approvals
MERCER/COLLIE MOVED THE SENATE APPROVE "E2, part College of
Ars and Sciences, including correction to WS 428 and WS 470, for both to include
a prerequisite of 8 credits in WS, and CS courses. "
DAASCH asked, concernng the new requirement for prerequisites, if
these courses meet that requirement. BARH stated yes.
THE MOTION PASSED by unanimous voice vote.
SHINN/CHAPMAN MOVED THE SENATE APPROVE proposals in "E2, part
Urban and Public Affairs."
THE MOTION PASSED by unanimous voice vote.
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WEASELIRUETER MOVED THE SENATE APPROVE "E2, par University
Studies Program, including a new cluster in Media Studies, addition of 3 FRINQ
courses, removal of USP 428 from the Comm. Studies Cluster and corrctig G
366U to read Geography.
RUETER asked a question about University Studies
THE MOTION PASSED BY UNANIMOUS VOICE VOTE.
F. QUESTION PERIOD
There were no questions.
G. REPORTS FROM THE OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION AN
COMMITTEES
The following reports were tabled:
Provost's Report
1. Offce of Student Affairs Report
2. Academic Requirements Committee Anual Report
3. ASPSU Report
4. Advising Implementation Task Force Update
H. ADJOURNMENT
The meeting was adjoured at 5:04 p.m.
PSU Faculty Senate Meeting, April i, 2002
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MEMORADUM
April 3, 2002
To: Faculty Senate
From: General Student Affairs Committee
Subject: Undergraduate Missed Class Policy
Portland State University
Missed Class Policy
Purpose
This policy is to provide undergraduate students who miss class or
examinations a process to make up examinations or other graded in-class
work, unless it can be shown that such an accommodation would constitute
an unreasonable burden on the instrctor.
Rationale
Portland State University recognizes that students carry many
responsibilities with them into the classroom, which both enrich their
educational experience and make it more challenging. These include
university sanctioned activities in which the student serves as a
representative to the university such as student congress, athletics, drama,
and academic meetings.
Applicabilty
- Undergraduate students involved in university sanctioned or other
legitimate activities, such as ilness and family emergency.
- Activity program directors.
- Instructors of students who participate in university-sanctioned activities,
including faculty, academic professionals, administrative staff, and teaching
assistants.
Policy
1) It is the responsibility of each instrctor to determine and publish the class
attendance policy in the course syllabus and distribute to the enrolled
students at the beginning of the quarter. The instructor's class attendance
policy supercedes requests for approved absences,
2) It is the responsibility of the students to inform the instrctor of absences
due to university-sanctioned events or personal responsibilities in writing at (
the earliest possible opportunity.
3) If a student must miss class due to an unforeseen event, the student must
inform the instructor of the reason for the absence. Absences not cleared
with an instructor before a specific class event (exam, presentation,
assignment due) may require a document from the relevant authority (e.g.,
coach, employer). If the instructor decides that the absence is justifiable,
then he/she should attempt to provide opportties for equivalent work.
4) When absences are approved beforehand by the student and instrctor, the
instructor will allow students to make-up missed work and/or give an option
to attain attendance points.
5) The student may not place any undue burden on the instrctor to provide
opportnities to make up course work due to excused absences.
6) When there is a dispute between students and instructors over the
opportunity to make up work or attendances, the issue wil be adjudicated by
the chairman of the
department, and then (only if needed) the dean of that school or his/her
designee.
Drafted by General Student Affairs Committee
April 2, 2002
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April 16, 2002
Re:
PSU Faculty Senate
- ¡i 4LMartha Hickey, Vice President for Collective Bargaining, PSU-AAUP
~s R. Pratt, Vice Provost, Academic Personnel and Budget
Recommended changes in the Faculty Grievance Procedure
To:
From:
The following changes in the Faculty Grievance Procedure (OAR 577-042-005 through -D025)
have been made in response to changes in administrative rules of the Oregon State Board of
Higher Education. The changes were made through consultation with an ad hoc committee of
the Senate, through review and recommendation by the PSU Chapter of AAUP, and following
approval of the University's Executive Committee. Based on these discussions, we recommend
that the Senate approve the revised procedure.
Important changes in the grievance procedure include the following items.
1. Definition of "days": The definition of days has been expanded to indicate that summer
session days are not counted for faculty on academic year (9-month) appointments who
are not employed during the summer.
2. "Grievance Officer": Designates the three Vice Presidents as grievance officers for their
respective divisions and provides that the President shall appoint a mutually agreeable
Grievance Officer if a grievance is against one of the Vice Presidents.
3. Confidential mediation: Provides the opportunity for the parties to a grievance to engage
in confidential mediation according to University guidelines. (The University will
forward to all faculty guidelines that pertain to the confidential mediation process.
Paries must mutually agree to enter mediation, select a mediator, and suspend
consideration of the grievance during mediation. Communications during mediation are
protected and remain confidentia1.)
4. President's decision. In compliance with the revised Board rule, the President's decision
is final except in instances where a grievance is against the President.
Enc!.
( CORRECTION COpy - DRAFT March 20, 2002Deletions are shown as strkeouts; aditns are shown in BOLD.
DIVISION 42
FACULTY GRIEVANCE PROCEDUR
577-042.0005
Purpose and General Explanation
(I) The purpose of this procedure is to provide the faculty of Portland State University with a
means for prompt and efficient handling of grevances. The procedure covers a broader range of
grevances than those grevable under current coJlective bargaining agreements between Portland
State University and varous bargaining agents.
(2) The emphasis is on solving problems in a coJlegiai manner with members of the University
community confronting each other directly as peers seeking to resolve conflicts in a way that
embodies mutual respect and fairness. The procedure encourages settlement of disputes at the
lowest possible level by direct communications between the conflicting paries. In filing
grievances, grevants are expected to do so in a timely manner so that subsequent events do not
make adjustments of grievances impossible or highly impractical.
(3) Peer review and an opportunity for peer hearng are provided. The grevant is also assured of
an opportunity to appeal to the President of the University, Appeal from the decision of the
President is governed by the Administrative Rules of the Oregon State System of Higher
Education.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 351
Stats. Implemented:
Hist.: PSU l-1989(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 1-5-89; PSU 2-1989, f. & cert. ef. 2-1-89
577-042-0006
Definitions
(I) "Grievance" means a complaint of unfair or inequitable treatment by the University:
(a) Grievances relating to charges of discrimination may be filed with the University Affirmative
Action Officer;
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(b) If the grevant is entitled to a contested case procedure, the grevant may elect to use that
procedure; (
(c) Grievances resulting from disciplinar action wil be processed under the procedures
established in the Bargaining Agreement between PSU and AAUP/PSU, if applicable.
(2) "Grevant" means one or more members of the Portland State University faculty asserting a
grevance, but shall not include administrators or similar persons in supervisory positions.
(3) "Day" means a day when classes or examnations are scheduled and held in accordance with
the official academic calendar of the University, excluding Saturdays and Sundays. Summer
Session days wil not be counted as days for those employees not employed during the
Summer Session.
(4) "Dean" shall have its ordinar meaning but includes in appropriate cases, University
administrators serving in an equivalent supervisory capacity.
(5) "Deparment Chair" shall have its ordinar meaning but includes, in appropriate cases,
University Administrators serving in an equivalent supervisory capacity. In the event there is no
person in the position of deparment chair, or its equivalent, the Dean shall assume the
obligations of the Deparment head as required by this grevance procedure.
((€i) "PfO';oSt" or "Vice PresicleRt" meaRS tHe Provost or Vice Presidei'l WHO is iR the reportiRg
liRe of a given academic staff member or amither Poi11aRd State URiversity officer v;itH academic
rafll: \','HO repor:s directly to tHe Pr-:;ideflt af the Ufliversity, ',dletHer or flat SLlCIi ¡JerGoR Hold:; the
title of Provost or Vice PresideRt.J
(6) "Grievance Offcer" means the administrative offcer appointed by the President to
receive and act upon the recommendations of the faculty commttee. The Grievance
Offcer shall be the Vice President in the reporting line of a given academic staff member.
In cases where a grievance is against the relevant Vice President, the President shall
appoint a Grievance Offcer mutually agreeable to both parties.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 351
Stats. Implemented:
Hist.: PSU I-1989(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 1-5-89; PSU 2-1989, f. & cert. ef. 2-1-89
577-042-0010
General Provisions
(I) At any step, a grievant has the right to be accompanied, assisted, or represented by other
persons, including counsel, designated by the grevant. Except in cases of ilness, absence from
the country, or official leave of absence, the grevant shall be present in person when the
grevance is presented and at any subsequent hearng. A grevant has the right of self-
representation at any step of this grevance procedure.
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( (2) The paries may agree to modify the time limits prescribed in the grevance procedure. Allsuch agreements shall be in writing and signed by the grevant and the administrator who is
required to act within the time limit being modified.
(3) Failure of the grevant to take action within the time limits specified at any step, including
any extensions, shall be considered acceptance by the grevant of the decision. Failure by the
accountable administrator to act within the specified time limits, including any extensions shall
constitute a violation of this procedure, the complaint against which wil automatically become a
par of the grevance and wil be treated in subsequent stages of the procedure as if it had been
par of the original complaint, except that no evidence or testimony shall be required save that
the administrator did not act within the time limits. Failure of the admnistration to communicate
the decision on a grevance at any step within the time limits, including any extension thereof,
shall allow the grevant to proceed to the next step.
(4) If, at any time, a grevant seeks resolution of a grevance through any agency outside Portland
State University, whether administrative or judicial, Portland State University shall have no
obligation to proceed further under this grevance procedure with respect to such a grevance.
(5) A grevant may withdraw a grievance at any time.
(6) At any time, the parties may, at their discretion, enter into confidential mediation
communications as described in the Portland State University Guide to Confidential
Mediation and pursuant to OAR 580-001-0030 and 580-022-0047 provided as follows:
(a) All parties to the mediation must agree in writing to engage in confidential
mediation; and
(b) All parties must agree to suspend consideration of the grievance unti such time
as the mediation resolves the grievance or the mediation concludes. In no case
shall the rights of the grievant to continue to pursue resolution of the grievance
under this rule be limited or considered untimely if the parties have mutually
agreed to confidential mediation, whether or not the grievance has been formally
presented prior to confidential mediation. A grievance that has not been
formally presented and that is not resolved by confidential mediation must be
presented as described in OAR 577-042-0015 within 30 days of the conclusion of
confidential mediation.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 351
Stats. Implemented:
Hist.: PSU 1-I989(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 1-5-89; PSU 2-1989, f. & cert. ef. 2-1-89
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577-042-0015 .r"
Presentation of Grievance
(1) Grevances shall first be presented within 30 days, from the date of the act or omission upon
which the grevance is based or from such late date that the grevant knew or reasonable should
have know of such act or omission. However, in no event shall a grevance be presented more
than 120 days after such act or omission except in those cases where the grevant is out of the
country or on an official leave of absence.
(2) Oral presentation of a grevance:
(a) Having decided that he or she wishes to seek redress for a grevance, the grevant shall orally
present a grevance to the grevant's deparment chair. At the time of this presentation the
grevant shall state that a grevance is being presented;
(b) The deparment chair shall discuss the grevance with the grevant and shall
eHdeavOflrendeavor to obtain whatever additional information may be necessar to take action
on the grevance;
(c) If the grevance involves a person other than the grevant and the deparment chair, the
deparment head shall, if possible, arange a meeting which includes the other person involved. If
this meeting establishes a need for more information than has already been presented or secured,
the deparment chair shall gather such information;
(d) At this stage the persons involved shall make sincere and significant efforts to settle the
grevance;
(e) Within ten days of the first presentation of the grevance, the deparment chair shall orally
notify the grevant of the outcome and record the date of notification;
(f) In the expectation that a high percentage of grevance wil be settled at this state, no grevance
file shall be generated.
(3) Written presentation of a grievance:
(a) Step one: Dean's review.
(A)If the grievant is not satisfied with the decision of the deparment chair and desires to proceed
further, the grievant shall, within five days of being notified of the deparment chair's decision,
present the grievance in writing to the Dean on the form attached as Appendix 1;
(8) Upon receipt, the Dean shall immediately transmit a copy of the written grevance to the
deparment chair and shall create a grievance file into which all written materials concerning the
grevance will be placed. The grievance file shall be available at any time to the grevant;
(C) The Dean shall schedule a meeting with the grevant to attempt to resolve the matter. This
meeting shall occur within ten days of the written presentation of the grevance. Either pary may
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( bring to the meeting any persons he or she wishes. The Dean may conduct further meetings andinquiries as deemed necessar and proper;
(D) The Dean shall conclude the review and notify in writing the grevant and the deparment
chair of the decision on the grievance within ten days of the meeting.
(b) Step two: Peer hearng.
(A) If the grevant is not satisfied with the Dean's decision and desires to proceed further, the
grevant shall, within five days of receipt of the Dean's written decision, fie a request for a
hearng with the chairperson of the University Faculty Grevance Panel, using the form attached
as Appendix 2;
(B) The Faculty Peer Hearng Commttee, having been duly constituted in accordance with
section (v) of this rule, shall obtain the grevance fie from the Dean and provide opportunity for
the grevant, Dean, and deparment chair to submit any additional written information or written
statements in connection the grievance;
(C) Within ten days of its final selection, the Hearng Commttee shall set a reasonable schedule
for presentation of testimony;
(D) The Hearng Commttee shall present its report including recommendations, to the grevant
and to the Vice President within ten days after the conclusion of the hearng;
(E) Procedure for the conduct of peer hearngs:
(i) Hearngs shall be open unless closed by request of the grevant or requirement of law;
(ii) During the hearng an opportunity shall be provided for the grevant and the Dean to present
brief opening and closing statements and for both paries to call and examne witnesses, to
introduce exhibits, and present and question witnesses. Each pary may present evidence,
argument, and rebuttal;
(iii) The grevant shall appear at the hearng and may be accompanied and assisted by other
persons, including counseL. Any costs incurred for presentation or assistance wil be the
obligation of the pary requesting it;
(iv) The administrator or administrators most directly involved shall appear at the hearng and
may be accompanied and assisted by other persons, including counseL. The administration shall
be represented at the hearng by the Dean who may be accompanied and assisted by other
persons, including counsel;
(v) The chairperson of the Hearng Commttee shall preside at such hearngs and over the
deliberations of the Committee. The chairperson shall have authority to rule upon questions of
admissibility of evidence and exclude evidence which is irrelevant, untrustworthy, and unduly
repetitious;
(vi) If either party to the grievance alleges that evidence or testimony may not be given on
account of prohibition by law or regulation, that pary shall deliver to the Commttee a copy of
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the law or regulation. If the Commttee requests it, the pary shall also provide any relevant
Attorney General's opinion or legal decision; (
(vii) Based only on the evidence presented at the hearng, the Hearng Commttee shall describe
the issues considered, reach conclusions and recommendations based on those conclusions in a
written report to the (Provost) Grievance Offcer;
(viii) Dissenting opinions, if any, by members of the Hearng Commttee shall be submitted with
the report if so desired by the dissenting members;
(ix) A recording and copies of all documents wil be made accessible to all paries to the
grevance.
(c) Step three: (Provost's) Grievance Offcer's Decision.
(A) After reviewing the Hearng Commttee's report and recommendations, the (Pnivost)
Grievance Offcer shall take action on the grevance including accepting or rejecting, in whole
or in par, the report and recommendations of the Hearng Commttee;
(B) The (Provost) Grievance Offcer shall make hislher decisions solely on the basis of
evidence presented at the hearng and the report of the Commttee. If he/she finds the evidence
and the report insufficient to enable himler to make a decision he/she shall refer the matter back
to the commttee with a request for further evidence or findings. Upon receipt of such a request
the Commttee shall reconvene and within 15 days present an amended report to the (provost or
Vice President) Grievance Offcer;
(C) The (Provost) Grievance Offcer shall provide written notice to all previous paries of the
decision on the grevance within ten days of receipt of the report of the Hearng Commttee.
(d) Step four: Review by President.
(A) If the grevant is not satisfied with the action of the (Prevost) Grievance Offcer, the
grevant may, within five days of receipt of the (Provost's) Grievance Offcer's decision,
petition the President to review;
(B) The President shall notify the grevant in writing of the decision and of the reasons for the
decision within 30 days of the presentation of the petition for review. As par of the decision, the
President may take such further action as deemed necessar and proper, including granting or
denying relief, or remanding the grevance for further proceedings.
(C) Except as set forth in OAR 580-021-0050 and herein, the decision of the President shall
be final and shall be an exhaustion of the grievant's administrative remedies with the
institution and the State Board of Higher Education. If the grievance involves the
President, where the President is the immediate supervisor of the grievant, then the appeal
set forth in section (A) above shall be to the Chancellor of the Oregon University System
(all other provisions of this rules shall otherwise apply).
( (e) Step five: ,A,pfJeals of tRe President's Deeisiofl. ,A.ppeal of tRe PresideRt's decisioH sRall be
gm'erned by O,'\R 580 021 0050 of IRe ,A.dmiRsitrative RlIJes of tRe Oregmi State Board of
Higher Ed~catioR.)
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( (4) Nothing contained in this administrative rule shall be construed to limit the right of theState Board of Higher Education to make such inquiry and review into personnel actions
as it may from time to time deem, in its sole discretion, appropriate.
(E NOTE: The Appendix referenced in this rule is not printed in the OAR Compilation. Copies
are available from the agency.)
Stat. Auth.: ORS 351
Stats. Implemented:
Hist.: PSU 1-I989(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 1-5-89; PSU 2-1989, f. & cert. ef. 2-1-89
577-042-0020
Non-Retaliation
Regardless of the outcome of the grevance procedures, no action adverse to the grevant may be
taken in retaliation for invoking the procedure.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 351
Stats. Implemented:
Hist.: PSU I-1989(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 1-5-89; PSU 2-1989, f. & cert. ef. 2-1-89
577-042-0025
University Faculty Grievance Panel and Faculty Peer Hearing Commttee
(I) Membership:
(a) All members of the Portland State University faculty who are employed for a full academic
year at 0.50 FTE or more are eligible for membership on the University Faculty Grievance Panel:
(A) The panel shall consist of 24 members selected through a random process by the Secretar of
the Faculty. The President of the University shall appoint each of these 24 persons to serve for a
term of one academic year;
(8) Any person selected shall be required to serve and may be excused by the President, upon
request, only in exceptional circumstances.
(b) The Secretar of Faculty shall convene the panel within 10 days of its appointment to elect a
chairperson. The Secretar of the Faculty shall explain the duties of the chairperson. The election
shall be accomplished by secret ballot and majority vote;
(c) Vacancies, including the chairperson, occurrng during the term of the panel, shall be filled in
the same manner as the initial selection and appointment.
(2) Faculty Peer Hearng Commttee:
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(a) When a Hearng Commttee is requested by a grevant, the chairperson of the Grievance
Panel and the Secretar of the Faculty, without delay, shall draw through a random process five (-
names from the panel, excluding the chairperson. These five persons shall be the Hearng
Commttee for the grevance at hand, The chairperson shall promptly notify the persons selected.
The chairperson shall also notify the paries of the persons selected;
(b) Within one day of receipt of such notice, each pary may challenge any selection for cause.
All such challenges shall be decided by the chairpersons of the Grievance PaneL. In addition each
pary is entitled to one peremptory challenge. Peremptory challenges shall be exercised within
one day after all challenges for cause have been decided and replacement selected;
(c) All vacancies resulting from challenges, for cause or peremptory, shall be filled by drawing
names of the remaining panel members in the manner described above;
(d) If the panel is exhausted, additional members shall be selected at random by the Secretar of
the Faculty and temporarly appointed by the President in the same manner as permanent
members of the Faculty Grievance Panel;
(e) Upon completion of the selection of the Hearng Commttee, the chairperson of the Grievance
Panel shall promptly convene the Commttee. The chairperson of the Grievance Panel shall make
the first nomination for chairperson of the Hearng Commttee, and conduct an election in which
the five members of the Hearng Committee select their chairperson. At this point the Hearng
Commttee is duly constituted and shall proceed with its business.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 351
Stats. Implemented:
Hist.: PSU 1-I989(Temp), f. & cert. ef. 1-5-89; PSU 2-1989, f. & cert. ef. 2-1-89
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Offce of Academic Affairs
April 16, 2002
To: PSU Faculty
Frorn:
Re: Portland Stale University Guide to Confidential Mediation
The Slate Board of Higher Education has adopted rules thai provide for confidential mediation as one
form of dispute resolution. Faculiy and staff also have access to contractual and non-contraclual
grevance procedures to seek resolution of disputes. As a par of a State of Oregon agency, most of the
Universiiy's records are public documents. When the Board of Higher Education adopted rules for
confidential mediation, it provided a means for faculty and staff to make mediation communications
confidential and not public records.
Whv mediation?
Trained rnediators can help ihe parties understand differing interests and points of view. Because
grevance processes can be conientious and have many steps, mediation is an alternative, less forml
process for resolving sorne dispuies.
What is confidential mediation?
Mediation is a process by which parties in a dispute attempl to resolve their differences by working with a
trained mediator. Mediation is not intended 10 replace norml grevance procedures. Rather, mediation is
intended as a purposeful but less forml process by which some disputes can be resolved. Disputes that
arise frorn relations belween two or more persons, including relations in which a power differential is at
play, can often be resolved by mediation. The dispuiing paries determne the outcorne, nol the medialor.
When should mediation be considered?
Early and informl resolution of disputes is always preferred. To be most effective, mediation should be
considered as early as possible. Two differenl scenaros are most common.
1. When a grevance has not been filed. If a dispute exists that is subject 10 mediation but no
grevance has been filed, the paries would enter into a mediation agreement. Mediaiion
agreements would normlly provide an opportunity for a grevance to be fied in a timely manner
if the mediation does not reach a successful conclusion. That is, a person attempting mediation
retains ihe righi to file a grevance is mediation if not successfuL.
2. When a grievance has been fied. If a dispute has led 10 the fiing of a written grevance,
rnediation can still be used. The paries can "stop the clock" and attempl to resolve their dispute
through mediation. Typically, the paries to a grevance would
. Agree in writing to stop consideration of the grevance durng mediation, and
. Complete a mediation agreement that specifies when mediation wil begin and when
mediation is expecied to end. Commonly, mediation agreements identify the mediator and
esiablish the term of the mediation that allow it to proceed in confidence.
(
If the mediation resolves the grevance, then the paries usually prepare a written agreement that
resolves the grevance. If ihe paries cannot resolve their grevance in mediation, then consideraiion
of the grevance resumes and proceeds according to norml time lines.
How does mediation work?
Since each dispute is unique, mediation processes must be flexible. It is common for a mediator to begin
by meeting separately with diputants to gain an understading of each point of view. Depending on the
nature of the dispute, the mediator may wish to meet with each pary separately to understad each side's
point of view in the dispute. From individual consultations, the mediator wil then determne whether it is
best for the paries to meet iogether (the most common case) to discuss their differences or whether
meetings should occur separalely. Mediators often use a "problem solving" approach that identifies the
issues, problems, and interesls of the paries. The mediator does not recommend a solution and has not
decision-making power, although the paries may agree to ask the mediator to propose one or more
solutions.
How is a mediator selected?
The paries involved in mediation mutually agree on a mediator. The University Ombudsman is a trained
mediator. Addiiionally, the Ornbudsman and the Offce of Human Resources can assist in identifying
poiential medialors (see below).
Who can help with confidential mediation?
Several offces at ihe University can assisl faculty and slaff in deciding whether a problem is a good
candidale for mediation. These offices and the kinds of problems they can assisl with are listed on the
attached flier. Two offices have primar responsibility. The University Ombuds Office is staffed by
trained rnediators (see www.ombuds.odx.edu). The Human Resources Center (www.hrc.odx.edu) can
also provide access to professional mediators through ihe Employee Assistance Program (EAP).
Additionally, the parties may work with rnediators frorn outside the University. The Ombuds Office and
the Human Resources Center can help the paries identify potential mediators, who may come from
within or frorn outside the university.
Resources
Attached 10 ihis merno is a brief description of the varous PSU resources available for dispute resolution.
These offces and resources can assist faculty, staff, and admiistrators in understanding and interpreting
rules and can provide assistance to faculty and staff seeking to use mediation as a form of alternative
dispute resoluiion. Additionally, ihe local chapters of AAUP, AF, and SEW can assist faculty and staff
in determning whether a dispute may be resolved in confidential mediation.
( Dispute Resolution Resources atPortland State University
When the prospect of resolving conflicts directly with your colleagues seems unlikely, you are
encouraged to consult with any of several offces on campus that provide a varety of probIem-
solving and dispute-resolution services.
The Ombuds Offce offers confidential conflict resolution on campus. The Ombudsperson
provides imparial and confidential assistance in resolving conflicts or grevances and in
mediating personal disputes. The Ombudsperson reports directly to the University President.
Services are available to faculty, staff and students.
The Offce of Affrmative Action investigates concerns and complaints of discrimination for
students, staff and faculty. Issues considered may relate to understanding and combating sexual
harassment, affirmative action employment policies, legal issues for deans and deparment
chairs, under-represented faculty retention, intercultural awareness, and accommodating
disabilities in higher education.
The Offce of Academic Affairs has responsibility for academic programming and policy
implementation, support programs for academic personnel and students, academic fiscal
management, and collective bargaining with the American Association of University Professors
and the American Federation of Teachers Union. Academic Affairs provides rule interpretation
and appropriate referrals to other campus offices.
The Offce of Student Affairs provides information on Student Rights and Responsibilities, the
Student Conduct Code, student employment guidelines, and academic appeals.
The Offce of Human Resources provides information on the University's employee benefit
package, Family Medical Leave, and the Employee Assistance Program through which
mediation services are available.
The Disabilty Resource Center provides information to students and faculty regarding
accommodations and the Americans with Disabilities Act.
El
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MEMORAUM
To: Faculty Senate
From: Roy Koch, Chair, Graduate Council
Re Recommended for approval by the FacuIty Senate:
The Graduate Council submits the followig program changes, new courses and changes
in existing courses for approval by the Faculty Senate. Descriptions of all new courses
(indicated with *) are on the attched listing.
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
New Programs
Graduate Certificate in Geographic Information Svstems, 20 credits. The Geoography
program proposes to offer a graduate certificate in Geographic Information Systems.
Requirements include an 8 credit (2 course) core of GIS classes and 12 additional credits
selected from a list of related courses in Geography, Geology and Urban Studies and
Plang.
Progr changes
MAIS Confict Resolution - change to program requirements for degree
-- substitute CR 526 (above, a new course) for the curently required CR 523, Law and
Professional Ethcs in Conflict Resolution, 4 cr (above, being dropped) (The other
proposal, to add an option for Project to the existing required Thesis, has already been
approved at the 2/20/02 meeting..)
MAS in Speech and Hearng Sciences - change in core requiements. Addition on
courses (SpHr 553, 554, 559 - total of 6 credtis) and the deletion of 1 course (SpHr 562-
4 credits) in the speech-pathology emphasis and deletion of one class (SpHr 587 - 4
credits) and addition of one class (SpHr 574 - 4 credits) in the audiology emphasis.
New Courses* and changes to existing courses
Speech and Hearng Sciences
SPHR 493/593 Surey of Speech, Languge, and Hearg Disorders, 4 cr -- change to
SPHR 365 (so, at graduate level, this means dropping the 593 course)
SPHR 559 Augmentative and Alternative Communcation, 2 cr * - new course
SPHR 580 Vestibular Disorders and Evaluation, 4 cr *- new course
SPHR 594 Professional Issues in Audiology, 2 cr *- new course
SPHR 597 Educational Audiology, 2 cr * - new course
Economics
EC 416/516 Managerial Economics, 4 cr -- chage to EC 317 (so, at grduate level, drop C
EC516J
EC 438/538 Public Policy and the Economics of Medical Care Delivery Systems, 4 cr * -
new course
EC 595 Application of Advanced Econometrics, 4 cr -- change title to Applied Advanced
Econometrcs, and change course description
Environmenta Sciences and Resources
ESR 427/527 Terrestral Biogeochemistr, 4 cr -- change title to Watershed
Biogeochemistr, course description, and prerequisites
ESR 428/528 Urban Ecology, 4 cr * - new course
ESR 445/545 Old-growth Forest Ecology, 4 cr * - new course
F oreilln Languages and Literatues
FR 4 i 9/5 i 9 Medieval French Literatue, 4 cr * - new course
FR 420/520 Renaissance French Literatue, 4 cr * - new course
Geographv
New Graduate Certificate in Geographic Information Systems, 20 credits
History
HST 447/547 American Constitutional History I, 4 cr * - new course
HST 448/548 American Constitutional History II, 4 cr * - new course
HST 449/549 American Constitutional History II, 4 cr * - new course
HST 453/553 The Medieval City: Communities of Conflict and Consensus, 4 cr * - new
course
Philosophy
CR 512 Perspectives in Confict Resolution, 4 cr -- change in course description
CR 523 Law and Professional Ethics in Confict Resolution, 4 cr -- drop course
CR 526 Intercultual Conflict Resolution, 4 cr * - new course
Physics
PH 475/575 Stellar Astronomy Online for Educators, 4 cr -- new course
PH 476/576 Observational Astronomy, 4 cr -- new course
Women's Studies
WS 470/570 Asian American Women's Studies, 4 cr * - new course
Graduate School of Social Work
Proposal for change to the existing Ph.D. in Social Work and Social Research
See appended summar
( New Courses* and changes to existing courses
SW 620 Social Problem Analysis: Assessment Phae, 4 cr - to change to 3 cr
SW 621 Social Problem Analysis: Intervention Phase, 4 cr - to change to 3 cr
SW 630 Empircal Methods of Knowledge Building in Social Work, 4 cr - chage to 3 cr
SW 63 I Introduction to Quatitative Research Methods in Social Work, 2 cr * - new
course proposal
SW 63 I Empircal Methods in Social Work Research, 4 cr - to become SW 632 Empirical
Methods of Data Analysis in Social Work Research I: change in course number, title,
prerequisites
SW 632 Empirical Methods of Data Analysis in Social Work Research, 4 cr - to become
SW 634 Empirical Methods of Data Analysis in Social Work Research II: change in
course number, title, prerequisites
SW 633 Introduction to Qualitative Research Methods in Social Work, 2 cr *- new course
proposal
SW 650 History and Philosophy of Social Welfare and Social Work, 4 cr - change to 3 cr
SW 660 Ph.D. Seminar, I cr * - new course proposal
SW 525/625 Povert: Policies and Programs, 4 cr-
SW 630 Empirical Methods of Knowledge Building in Social Work, 4 cr - to change to 3
cr
( Proposed Program Change: Ph.D. in Social Work and Social Research
The current existini! catalog statement excerpt:
. . . The coursework for the program consists of thee elements: core requirements designed to
ensure a solid foundation in the history, theory, and organzation of social responses to social
problems; social research methods and statistics and supervised research practicum experience;
and elective courses related to the student's plan of study...
Wil be changed to the following:
. . . The coursework for the program consists of thee elements: core requirements designed to
ensure a solid foundation in the history, theory, and organzation of social responses to social
problems; quantitative and qualitative social research methods, ai statistics, and supervised
research practicum experience; and elective courses related to the student's plan of study.
Rationale for the proposed program change:
The Ph.D. Program Committee of the Graduate School of Social Work has developed and
approved minor modifications of the first year of our doctoral curculum; this modification is
necessar due to changes in our student body and field. Two new 2-credit courses, SW 63i
introduction to Quantiative Research Methods in Social Work, and SW 633 Introduction to
Qualitative Methods in Social Work are being proposed for the fall and winter terms of the first
year of study. These courses build on the students' preparation in research from their masters
level courses, and are needed to better prepare them for advanced methodology courses, applied
research, and disserttion work in the field of social work. The curent SW 631 and SW 632 are
renumbered as a result. In order to make room for the new courses in the students' first year
schedules, the laboratory component of SW 630, The Empirical Foundations of Knowledge
Building in Social Work has been dropped, lowering the credits from 4 to 3. Recent incoming
social work students have already mastered basic computer data analysis skills, makg the
laboratory component of ths course less necessar. Individua skill development plans will be
devised for those few who enter without basic skills. Additionally, the thee social problem
analysis courses in the first year of study, SW 650, SW 620, and SW 621, have each been
reduced from 4 to 3 credits. Essential content of each of these courses has been retained, but
each course reflects a 25% reduction in subject matter being covered. Therefore the total
number of credits for the degree remains at 90, after the modification. The new course
confguration requires no new faculty resources and no additional budgeta support.
April 18, 2002
Course descriptions for proposed new courses
(
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Speech and Hearg: Sciences
SpHr 559
Augmentative and Alterntive Communcation (2)
Introductory course in augmentative and alternative communcation (AAC) with a focus on
manual and technological communcation methods. Includes strategies for appropriate
assessment of speech, language, cogntive, and motor skills, and addresses parer support
requiements for AAC use. Students gai knowledge and skills for treatig children,
adolescents and adults with moderate to severe congenita or acquied disorders in speech
and langue. (NW)
SpHr 580
Vestibular Disorders and Evaluation (4)
An in-depth examination of anatomy and physiology of the vestibular system. Observation
and experience with evaluation protocols including electronystagmography and
posturography. (NEW)
SpHr 594
Professional Issues in Audiology (2)
Introduction to advanced issues relevant to the clinical practice of audiology, Topics
addressed include interviewing, patient couneling, resume preparation, scope of practice,
and basic business practices. (NEW)
SpHr 597
Educational Audiology (2)
Examation of issues facing the hearg impaired child in the classroom. Topics include
roles for audiologists and speech-language pathologists, amplification, cochlear implants,
rehabilitation! counseling, classroom acoustics, and central auditory processing disorders
and treatment. Prerequisite: SpHr 489/589. (NW)
Economics
*Ec 438/538
Public Policy and the Economics of Medical Care Delivery Systems (4)
Examnes the different systems that have developed to finance and deliver medical care. Also
examnes the equity and effciency implications of public health programs, licensing requirements
for health care providers, and programs such as Medicare and Medicaid. Focuses on the
development of health care delivery systems in the United States, but provides an overview of
systems that have been adopted by other countres. Prerequisites: Ec 201 and 376. (NEW)
Environmental Sciences and Resources
Course descriptions for proposed new courses
April 18,2002
ESR 428/528
Urban Ecology (4)
Study of ecological processes in urban environments. Emphasis on responses of flora and fauna
to changes in climate, hydrology, geomorphology, geochemistr, soils and available habitat in
urban areas. Includes issues of species conservation, ecosystem management and sustainability in
urban systems. Prerequisite: an undergraduate biology course or permission of instrctor.
(NW)
(
ESR 445/545
Old-growt Forest Ecology (4)
Exploration of the ecological characteristics of west-side old-growt forests, including their
outstading biodiversity. Landscape level aspects offorest ecosystems, including the role offire;
plus the use of basic forestr measurements to contrast old-growt, second-growt, and
plantation stads of trees. Emphasizing field study, ths eight day course is based at an off-
campus location for easy access to forest ecosystems. Field site costs in addition to tuition.
Prerequisite: upper division or graduate stading required, an undergraduate sequence in biology
is recommended. (NW)
Foreign Langii"ges and Literatues
*Fr 419/519
Medieval French Literatue (4)
Selected works of Old French literatue (reading in modem French tranlation). Prerequisites: at
least 8 credits from Fr 341,342,343. (NEW)
*Fr 420/520
Renaissance French Literatue (4)
Selected works ofliteratue representative of the French Renaissance. Prerequisites: at least 8
credits from Fr 341, 342, 343. (NW)
Historv
*Hst 447/547, 448/548, 449/549
American Constituional History I, II, II (4, 4, 4)
Hst 447/547: Examnes the intellectul origins, creation, and ratification of the American
Constitution and the early efforts of the U.S. Supreme Cour to constre that document. Covers
the period 1787-1860 and focuses primarly on the Marshall and Taney eras. Prerequisite: upper-
division stading. Recommended prior coursework: Hst 201. Hst 448/548: Examines the U.S.
Supreme Cour's decisions in the period between 1860 and 1932. In paricular, the Cour's
emasculation of the Reconstrction Amendments and its role in the development of modem
American industrial capitalism. Prerequisite: upper-division stading. Recommended prior
coursework: Hst 202. Hst 449/549: Examines the civil liberties and civil rights decisions of the
U.S. Supreme Cour in the twentieth centu. Prerequisite: upper-division stading.
Recommended prior coursework: Hst 202. (NEW)
Course descriptions for proposed new courses
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c
*Hst 453/553
The Medieval City: Communties of Confict and Consensus (4)
Emphasizes the social and cultual history of the medieval city from ca. 300-1500. Proceeding
chronologically and thematically, explores how contemporares imagined cities and urban life; the
formation of civic consciousness and identity in feudal Europe; the commercial revolution and its
cultual consequences; famly and domestic life; the experience of marginized elements; the
constction, regulation and fuction of urban space; and the role of spectacle, ceremony, and
ritu, all as means to assess how the urban communty mediated confict and sought elusive
consensus. Recommended: Hst 101,354, or 355. (NW)
Philosophv - Confict Resolution
CR 526
Intercultual Confict Resolution (4)
Explores the ways in which cultual similarties or difference might inuence the confict
resolution process. In this context, cultue is defined broadly and will be considered as it plays a
par in either the actuality or perceptions of our experience. In addition, issues of power and
marginality as they relate to dynamcs of cultue will be explored. Students explore and lear
from other cultues and apply ths learg in the evaluation and use of confict resolution
paradigms. (NEW)
Physics
tPh 475/575
Stellar Astronomy Online for Educators (4)
Class wil access online materials in stellar astronomy education to help curent and prospective
science teachers update their knowledge of recent developments in astronomy. Prerequisite: one
year of general physics. (Not available for graduate credit for physics majors - footnote.)
(NEW)
tPh 476/576
Observational Astronomy (2)
Emphasis on hands-on activities and the observation of our own night sky. Observation of
planets, Sun, Moon, globular clusters, galaxies, and black holes. Observational technques
including the use of telescopes, binoculars, and photography will be covered. Observational field
trip to an observatory at a dark sky site. Prerequisite: one year of general physics. (NEW)
Women's Studies
WS 470/570
Asian American Women's Studies (4)
Interdisciplinar course focusing on the contemporar experiences of Asian American women,
examining ways in which race, gender, class, sexuaity, and national identity shape the
experiences of Asian American women. Topics: histories of imigration and western
colonization; family and community strctues; representations and stereotypes in media and
popular cultue; sexuality and sexual identities; mixed-heritage and bicultual experiences; the
Course descriptions for proposed new courses
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politics of language; violence agait Asian American women; labor force parcipation;
relationship to feminism; and activism and resistace. Prerequisite: 8 hours ofwomen's studies. (
(NW)
Graduate School of Social Work
SW 525/625
Povert: Policies and Programs (4)
Examines the natue and causes of povert and inequaity in the United States and the
impact of economic globalization on social work's response to these critical social
problems. Studies ways in which people in povert cope and support each other in low-
income urban neighborhoods; examnes the ways in which work and welfare interact with
each other and with informal social supports. Addresses policy issues, including those
involved in both service and income strategies to relieve or prevent povert; develops skills
for effective practice with low-income communties, famlies, and individuas. Prerequisite:
SW 520. (NW)
SW63I
Introduction to Quantitative Research Methods in Social Work (2)
Introduces students to basic quantitative methods for applied social work research and
examines the assumptions underlying quantitative methods. Experience in applying
quatitative methods by developing a proposal for a social work research project.
Emphasizes the appropriate use of quatitative and qualitative methods, ethcal and cultual
issues in quantitative social work research, and application of methods at micro- and macro-
levels of social intervention. (NEW)
SW 633
Introduction to Qualitative Research Methods in Social Work (2)
Introduces students to qualitative methods for applied social work research. Examines
assumptions underlying qualitative methods and compares different qualitative traditions.
Students will gain experience in applying qualitative methods in social work by developing
a proposal for a qualitative research project. Emphasizes qualitative methods for
understading cultual issues and giving voice to marginalized populations. Reviews ethcal
considerations in qualitative research in social work. Prerequisite: SW 630. (NEW)
SW 660
Ph.D. Seminar (I)
Discusses current research studies underten in the field of social work. Based on
published aricles, working papers, and research project materials, the seminar featues
presentations by social work faculty, graduate students, and communty parers.
Considers practical aspects of applied research, including methodological issues, cultual
competency, consumer involvement, and interdisciplinar collaboration. May be repeated
for additional credit. (NEW)
Course descriptions for proposed new courses
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April 12, 2002
To: Senate Steering Committee
From: Gavin Bjork, Mth ~(?,
Following is a question for Provost Mary Kay Tetreault for the
May Senate meeting. Professor Horowitz' statement and a
summary of his data are enclosed for attachment to the mailing
for the May Senate meeting.
Last quarter less than one-fourth of the time devoted to
Freshman and Sophomore inquiry classes in the University's
General Education program was under the leadership of
tenured or tenure-track faculty. These are the results of a
survey by David Horowitz, History, which is summarized on
page 12 of the current issue of the student publication The
Port/and Spectator. Is the administration concerned with
the low level of involvement by Portland State's tenured and
tenure-track faculty in a program so central to the
education of its undergraduate students?
Dl::P.-\RT\lC\T Or \lATHHL'\TJl.\L SciE;-CE~
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April 2002
Who's Teaching University Studies?
Compiled by Professor David A. Horowitz, His/Dry
A survey of university directories, aca-
demic catalogues, class schedules, and
information shared by University
Studies and other departments has pro-
duced ihe following profile of those who
teach in the experimental general educa-
tion program:
Of the 73 Freshman and Sophomore
inquiry courses offered at PSU in'Winter
200, only 26 were taught by tenured or
tenure-track faculty.
All bul 2 of these classes where led by
instructors with Ph.D's.
Another 30 courses were conducted by
fixed-term faculty hired by ihe
University Studies administrators.
Fixed~term employees are retained year-
by. year and are not eligible for promo-
tion or tenure. Ten of these Inquiry class-
es were taught by faculty withoul
Ph.D. 'so An additional 3 inquiry courses
were assigned to members of the univer-
sity non-academic staff, none of whom
possess Ph.D. 's.
Altogether, less than 36 percent of the
Inquiry classes were taught by tenured or
(
tenure-truck faculty while 26 percenl
were conducted by instructors without
Ph.D.'s.
When one considers that over 40 percent
of FRINQ and SINQ class iime is
assigned to student mentors, less than
one-fourth the time devoted to Inquiry
classes is under the leadership of tenured
or tenure-track faculty while well over
half of Inquiry classes is conducled by
teachers lacking Ph.D. 's.
Manufacturing Consent continued...
cation as their "guinea pig" so to speak.
We are being tested, like rats in a cage. If
it fails, does the rest of the Oregon
University System really care about PSU?
No, we are just a commuter campus any-
way. This reflects the view of PSU that
the rest of the University System has. It
also reflects the inability of our adminis-
trators to prevent this abuse. It is this sub-
standard view of PSU that needs to be
combated. Raising standards is a good
way to accomplish this. Getting rid of the
high-schoolish UNST program is an even
better one. I don't want to be their guinea
pig, do you? We are better than this and
we can be on par with the rest of the
University System if we stop allowing our
institution to be treated as the 'tester'. The
half a dozen objections thai are listed
above are just the start to a never-ending
lisl that could take pages to filL. So how
can any of the studenls of PSU justify the
cost of the biggest department on campus,
and further more be held to 45 crediis of
pointless material? Lets bring back a pro-
gram that works, and get rid of what does
not. Lets start teaching and stop indoctri-
nating immediately.
Multi-Cultural Center continued...
the "different" ones.
i had a black roommate for a year. We
met when I lived in Montreal, and
became good buddies. She wanted to
attend the university i was returning to
in the States and Jive with me.
t was thrilled - we had a lot of fun
together. Her parents were from Togo, and
she had already dealt with being different
growing up in small, predominantly white
Quebec towns. However, she met up with
the "funky bias" J mentioned when she
carne to my college.
She lold stories about how she would be
walking to class, and someone, not
paying attention to anyone else in the
crowd, would notice her.
Invariably, this person would smile widely
and give her a cheerful "Hi - how's it
going?"
I started to realize even more how ridicu-
lous we make ourselves when we try so
hard not to be "racist." We end up noticing
skin colour (or any difference) more than
ever and Ireating people differenlly any-
way.
My last contemplation is on another
roommate J lived with that year. She was
half Ute, one quarter Hopi, and one quarter
Chinese. She lold me one day how
it kind of frustraled her ihat people would
always ask her where she was from.
She had grown up a few miles away from
our college, and her ancestors
had lived in ihis part of the world many
hundreds of years longer ihan any
whites had.
People would probe and probe to find out
her heritage because of her skin colour.
Our other roommate pointed out that no
one would ever ask about my heritage,
though my own parents were immigrants.
I could go on and on with ihese kinds of
slories, but I think that I have
hashed oul my point. As another college
roommate of mine used to say, "Don't
be so open-minded thai your brains fall
out." We are a generation that has
been taught to question authority. Why do
we swallow every academic and
social trend that our professors feed us? If
we are told to question parents
and religion and government, we need to
also question even those
institutions and people that are urging us to
question.
12 portlandspeciator.com The Port/find Spectator
Instructors of Winter 2002 FRINQ & SINQ University Studies Classes
(
TenurefTenure Track Academic Faculty:
Mason-S
Luckelt -F
Smith-F
Jacob-F
Messer-F
Wolk-F
S. Parker"-F
Biolsi-F
Grathoff-F
Walton-F
McClanan-F
(2) Nytagodien-S
T oth-S
Ames-S
Holloway-F
Maser -S
Dresner-S
Schlaps"-S
Bulman-S
Hulbe-S
Nicholls-S
E verelt-S
Good-S
-23 faculty, 24 classes
UNST Faculty:
(2) Boesch" (ft)-S (2) Dillon (ft)-F&S
(2) Batchelder (ft)-F&S (2) Levi (ft)-F&S
(2) Ross (ft)-F&S (2) Taylor" (ft)-F&S
MacCormick (ft)-F Jenks (ft)-F
(2) Labissiere-F&S (2) Long (ft)-F&S
Trowbridge (ten)"-S Balshem (ten)*"-F
(2) Faaleava" (ft)-F&S (2) Trimble" (ft)-F
(2) V. Parker" (ft)-F (2) Parajuli (ft)-F
(2) Wise (ft)-F (2) Muhanji (ft)-F
- 18 faculty, 32 classes overall
- 16 fixed term faculty, 30 classes
Non-Academic Staff:
Acuelta"-S
Campbell-S
Nolan"-S
-3 faculty, 3 classes
Fixed Term or Adjunct Faculty
Outside UNST:
Keeler-F
Carey-F
Armantrout-S
Carter" -S
Voelterl-S
Cutler"-S
Gould-S
Finney-S
Ralley-S
Ruzicka-F
Sullivan"-S
Bohnaker"-S
(2) R White-S
- 13 faculty, 14 classes
(2) - 2 Inquiry classes taught
F - FRINO taught
S - SINO taught
(ft) - fixed term
(ten)*" - UNST tenure/tenure track
" - no Ph.D.
(I..kl¡\
Statistical Breakdown of Survey of Faculty Teaching UNST, Winter 2002
(
FRINO courses: 35
SINO courses: 38
Total # of Inquiry courses: 73
FRINO courses taught by tenured or tenure-track faculty:SINO " ".
Total # Inquiry courses taught by tenured or tenure-track faculty:
12 (1 by non-Ph.D.)
14 (1 by non-Ph.D.)
26 (2 by non-Ph.D.'s)
FRINO courses taught by fixed-term UNST faculty:SINO" ".
Total # Inquiry courses taught by fixed-term UNST faculty:
20 (6 by non-Ph.D.'s)
10 (4 by non-Ph.D.'s)
30 (10 by non-Ph.D.'s)
FRINO courses taught by non-Academic Staff: 0SINO " ". 3 (3 by non-Ph.D.'s)
Total # Inquiry courses taught by non-Academic Staff: 3 (3 by non-Ph.D's)
FRINO courses taught by Fixed Term or Adjunct Faculty Outside UNST: 3SINO " ": 11 (4 by non-
Ph.D.'s)
Total # Inquiry courses taught by Fixed Term or Adjunct Faculty Outside UNST: 14
Percentage FRINO courses taught by tenured or tenure-track faculty: (12/35) = 34%
Percentaae SINO courses tauaht by tenured or tenure-track faculty: (14/38) = 37.6%
Percentage Inquiry courses taught by tenured or tenure-track faculty: (26/73) = 35.6%
Percentage of FRINO courses taught by faculty without Ph.D.s:
Percentaqe of SINO courses tauaht by faculty without Ph.D.'s:
Percentage of Inquiry courses taught by faculty without Ph.D.'s
(7/35) =
(12/38) =
(19/73) =
20%
31.6%
26%
(7. 'l
DATE: April 10, 2002
( TO: Faculty Senate
FROM: Teacher Education Commee
Ellen Reuler, Chair
RE: Anual Report 2001-02
Commee Members: Nany Bensn, ED (CIISPED); Nancy Brawnr-Jones, ED
(SPED); Calyn Car ED (EPF A); Mar Ennki, Ml;
Bil Fischer, FLL; Greg Jacb, ENG; David Jimerson,
MUS; Bil Laore, ART; Jane Mercer, PHE; Caol
Morgaie, CFS; Bil Tate, TA; Bob Tin BIO;
Ex-Offcio Members: Phylls Edmundsn, De Gruate School of Education
Caol Mak, Asciate Dea Gruate School of
Education
Sar Bealey, Education Libraian
The University Teacher Education Commee (TEe) continues to opeate under the
premi that teacher education is an all-University activity and responsibiliy. It serves in
an advisory capacity to cordinate the activiies of the schools colleges, and deparnts
of the University that are directly involved in teaher education. The TEC provides a
direct communication lin between the Gruate School of Education (GSE), the unt
directly responsible for teaher education, and those deparments across th unversity
involved in the education of teacher caidtes. It al sees as a li to the PSU
Consrtium for Professional Education thoug its paricipation in an ad hoc commee
with members from the Consrtium
TEe Actiities 2001-02
The TEC ha two retreas durg the suer of2001 and ha met monthy dur the
2001-02 academic yea.
Sumer Retreas
. The fist of two retreats was held on July 10,2001 with paricipats from the
TEC, PSU Consrtium, and the GSE. The focus wa on developin an
undergruate exprience or cour for stdents intersted in education as a
possible caeer, with the goal of 
pilotin a cla dur th 2001-02 academic
yea. Outcomes of the retrea included developin the purse oftms exprience
expcted stdent outcomes, topics to be covere an possible reings and
resources for the clas. (
. The second retreat was held on September 18,2001 and attended by membes of
the TEC commttee. The focus of th retrea wa the estblishment of multiple
pathways withi the unversity for unergruates intersted in education.
Outcomes of this retreat inluded the formion of severl subcmmees to work
on the followig issues: 1) identifing stdents interested in education; 2)
developing the unergruate course; 3) explori pathways in th unversity; 4)
identifYin early field expences; 5) advisin for ungruates intereed in
education.
Site Visits by the Teacher Stadads an Prtice Commission (TSPC) and the National
Council for the Accreditation of Teaher Education (NCATE)
. Members of the TEC committee met wih TSPC members in Octobe 2001 as par
ofTSPC's site viit to PSU. Th TEC presentaion included a sum of the
commttee's mae-up and the focus of our activiies over the previous yea,
including the sumer retreats.
. In November 2001, the entire TEC met wih a site viitor from NeATE and a
representative from TSPC for fuher disussion of the role ofTEC in the GSE
and in the unversity as a whole.
Subcommittees
Thee TEC subcommees were estblihed as the dirt resu of discusions from the
two summer retreats.
. Prerequisites! Admission Requirements
Th subcommttee is lookig at curent prereuiites an admision requirments
for GSE and how they may fit into an undergruate prgram for stdents
interested in education. The question of depth and breath of content knowledge is
als being exaed.
. Undergraduate CourseÆarlv Field Expriences
Th subcmmttee plaed the undergruate, two-crit cour Teaching as a
Career that is curently being offered durin Spri Term 2002. In addition, ths
subcmmttee wil look at ealy field expriences th may be avalable for
undergraduates.
. Universitv- Wide Pathways! Advising
Th subcommttee is to identif "pathways" thougout the unversity tht
stdents interested in education ca tae regardless of the point and time of entry
.(
into the PSU progr In addition, the subcmmttee wil look at how these
stdents ca be best advi an mae recmmendations for adviin. A system
though Baner ha alry been set up to identif those students interested in
education.
ED 199 Teaching as a Carer
Ths new cour offering was th direct resuh of discussions from the 2000-0 I acemic
yea an the July 2001 retrt. Th objective of the cour is to explore teahig as a
caeer, exaing th themes of schoolig, leg, and teahi. Students wil obsee
life in clasrooms thoug the lenss of stdents, teahers, an th communy. Students
will be introduce to some of the rewards of teahig as well as understd some of the
challenges teahers face. The cour is being offered Spri Term 2002 and is taught by
Caol Mack, Associate Dean for Teacher Educion, Bob Tin Professr of Biology
and Paul Steger, Pripal of Lent Elementar School in Portlad. There ar 29 students
enrolled in the two-credit cour. (Syllabus Attched)
Topics Under Currnt Review
Continuing License
. TEC ha had ongoin discussions regardin the implementation ofPSU's
Continuing Licens progr and how to involve both th GSE and content area
faculty in the process. Curently, GSE ha a pilot progr with a Continuing
Licens cohort and TEC ha met with the coordintor of tht prgr and with
the PSU educational licensing spcialist. TEC will look at the comptencies that
have ben estblished and select those th lend themslves to collboratin wi
content faculty.
Child and Famly Studies Specialition (CFS) in Ealy Childhood Educaion (ECE)
. TEC is reviewig a proposal for a CFS spcializtion in ECE. Ths program for
undergruates focuss on youn children and their falies. The Child and
Famly Studies major prepares students for dirt-entry positions in agencies and
intitutions that serve children and falies. The major als provides an
undergraduate foundation for students interested in bemig licens teachers,
social workers, therapiss, or spial educators.
Next Steps
TEC is plang two retreas again for Sumer 2002.
. One retrea will be to evaluate the ED 199 cour and to explore the futue options
of such a cour for unergruaes, inluding a possible Freshm Inquir
course. (
. The seond retre wil focus on continuing licensure an how to best implement
the progr in a way that mets the demad tht is expted over the next few
yeas.
TEC subcmmttees will continue to met and mae recmmendtions to the full
commttee.
( PSU Graduate School of Education"Meeting our communities' lifelong educational needs"Course Syllabus
Course Number: ED 199 CRN: 65447 Credits: 2 quarer hours
Course Title: Teaching as a Career
Instructors: Drs. Carol Mack, Robert Tinnn, Paul Steger
Prerequisite: None
Meeting Times: Thursdays 4:40-6:30 Location: ED, Room 408
Students needing an accommodation should immediately inform the course instrctors. Students
will be referred to Disability Services (725-4005) to document their disability and to obtain
support services when appropriate.
Description of the Course:
A close look at teaching as a career; examining the themes of schooling, learng, and teaching.
Students wil observe life in classrooms through the lenses of students, teachers, and the
community. Students will be introduced to some of the rewards of teaching as well as
understad some of the challenges teachers face. Coure activities may include field trps, fims,
classroom observations, simulations, and other events to provide a multi-dimensional
perspective.
Objectives of the Course: As a result of this course, students wil
I) Experience the personal value of teaching and the influence of teachers on students
2) Understand the role of teaching in society and its status as a profession
3) Lear about the responsibilities of teachers and the rewards of teaching
4) Lear about the challenges of teachers and teaching and how teachers deal with these
5) Be exposed to the knowledge, skils, and qualities needed for successful teaching
6) Examine the learng process, transfer oflearng, the mind and brain
7) Analyze influences on students' learing
8) Experience the transition from the role of learer to the role of teacher
9) Develop a philosophy about the purose of schools and schooling
i 0) Speculate about the role and design of schools of the future
Course Topics:
How People Lear
The Politics of Teaching
Are Schools Making the Grade? The Standards Movement
Teaching for Democracy: The Purose of Schools?
Access and Equity: Can Teachers Close the Achievement Gap?
What do Schools Look Like?
Parental and Community Involvement in Schools
Schools of the Futue: Whose Agenda is it?
Preparng for Teaching: What Do Teachers Need to Know?
Why Do People Choose to Teach?
The Role of Technology in Teaching and Learng
(
Resources:
Bransford, J.D., Brown, AL., & Cocking, R.R. (1999). How people learn: Brain, mind,
experience, and schooL. Washington, DC: National Academy Press.
Goodlad, 1.1., Soder, R., & Sirotnk, K.A, Eds. (1990). The moral dimensions of teaching. San
Francisco: Jossey-Bass Publishers.
Goodlad, J.I., Keating, P., Eds. (1994). Access to knowledge: The continuing agendafor our
nation's schools. New York: College Entrance Examination Board.
Soder, R., Ed. (1996). Democracy, education, and the schools. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass
Publishers.
Varous works on teachers and teaching (eg. Lisa Delpit, Jonathan Kozol)
Students may be involved in the following in-class and outside-of-c1ass activities:
i) Interviews of colleagues, teachers, and students
2) Observations of classrooms, schools, communities
3) Joumaling thoughts, ideas, questions, issues
4) Small group discussions followed by whole class sharng
5) Debates, simulations, role plays
6) Reading groups
7) Guest lectures, panel discussiòns, films and other media presentations
8) Media awareness activity: How society views education?
9) Brainstorming, reading, writing
Assignments and Weightings for Final Grades:
Paricipation and Attendance 15%Journaling & Free Writes 10%Future Schools Design 15%
Media Awareness Contrbutions 10%Purose of Schools Position Paper 20%
Synthesis Project for Meeting Course Objectives 30%
(may include other assigments and/or class projects)
Criteria for Scoring Assigments: To be developed in class
